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Chapter I
Introduction
&
It has long been realized that there is a very
t
considerable range of difference to be found even within the
limits of the grade. Reading is a subject in which individual
differences early become noticeable, and even after a short
period of instruction it is possible to find many levels of
varying ability.
The purpose of this study is not only to dis-
cover the variations in general levels of achievement in the
grade but also to discover the variations in the several types
^ of abilities. In short, the aim is to obtain a more detailed
knowledge of individual differences in reading.
The study differs from other studies in this
field because it presents an exhaustive testing of a single
school population, using a combination of individual and of
group tests. The areas covered by the testing are many, and
they include the following phases of reading:
a. Reading Capacity (hearing comprehension in
both word and paragraph meaning)
b. Written Recall
c. Oral Recall for both silent and oral read-
ing
^ d. Quick Perception and Analysis of Words
c.
*
*
.
<
.
:
e. Spelling
f. Lng achievement (both in , ord
and p ? . ^r: _ h me 7 ning
)
I* is thesis * ill present the Oross achievement
cliffe: ences to be found in fou th grade reading. A ceteiled
stud; of the errors to be hound in fourth 0rrde resting can be
fo nd in the Thesis entitled '^Diagnostic Stud; of the Errors in
Fourth Grade leriing."
The matter of Individual differences has long
been one of interest to psychologists. In 1 14 - 11 .
quoted the report of D.h. Courtis on the arithmetic 1 abiiit
Lie i] me grade. The results show the existence of
greet individual differences even er.ion^ t. ose of the s. me 0r:.-
and so of roughly simil raining in arithmetic.” In this caaj !
Thorndike sq*
s
that the difference between the best and worst
scores in the seme grade is three times the average difference
between an eighth grade and a fourth grsde score.
In 1913 Kruse in a stud; presented some con-
clusive evidence of extensive overls ing in school achieve-
ment in grades six, stve^, and eight. He quotes Dr. Daniel
1. Turns
,
Earbara - Eoc ton University thesis, 1938
. Thor L
,
Edward L. Individual lift
. nces, . .141
• Kruse, -ail J. - Overlapping of Abilities in 6th, 7th,
end 2th Grades

Stare say - -hat some fourth graders attain as high cs
eigth graders, and others fall below - “st grade level.
Gray *in a study of elementary school reading
that at least 28.8 percent in each grade ecuelleo. or ex-,
ceeded the n of the next grade in rec^in^ skill.
Host of the studies, however, which have been
made around the. question of overlapping achievement have not
used reading tests as their sole criterion. The surveys have
been based on spelling scales, hand riting scales, arithmetic
• J
few authorities who quote figures on actual surveys of reading
achievement.
Gates^tells of reading tests faiven to a sixth
ae. The results showed that the quickest re:der covers over
IS time : . lowest i
rayt although he presents no s L xc ta to
support his statement, says that "there aie four import nt oct
concerning in i\i dual differences.
-
,
' l: : . - Studi( 3mentary School Reading
through Stai.da rdized rests
5. Gates, Arthur I. - Psychology for Students of Educ . , P*401
6. Gray, William S. - Summary of Reading Investigations, p.4.2
and 43

1. Children of a given grade var} widely in
achievement.
2 . ''here is e great overlapping in achievement
from gr"de to 0rade.
2. A given pa il is much more advanced in so*..e
phsses of reacin^ than in others.
n
4. Pppils progress i: r ing at different rates.
He o0e£ on S8t "pupils of a ^.iven erade do not as a r^le
represent a b iven level of achievement. represent rather
diffe ent levels, co r iing frequently to the achievements
of pu Lie i ' *e " . oed or less advanced classes.
11
Stone describes his St. Louis experiment with three
j
hundred and twenty-four eighth graders reading selections from
Cooper's "The Spy.' Th€ re? iing rates varied all the i .
one hundred words a minute to seven hundred and fort^-urr e
words a minute. Differences in the degree of comprehension were
as wide as those in the rste of re' .ing,
Reed^mentions Melvin Haggerty's survey in rural
. iooIs and the resultant variations of scores. Fifth grade
scores ranged from nothin^ to one hundred and twe nty , while the
ei0hth trede scores ranged from fifteen to one hundred and
thirty-five. Reed goes on to sap that due to this huge range
7. Stone, C.R. - Journal of Educ. Research - Vol.6, p.l -11-
. d, . - . Fie. School Subjects, p.

of differences that read, -made courses of stud, can fit only
about thirty percent of the i tude ' .
a
an believes that in le four the v nations
in ments 1 -yes run fr m five to fifteen years. He sa^ that
some of the pupils re ment^ll; superior to a proportion of
those in grade six and to a smaller propc ii n in grade eight.
T1 is ran0e of mentality is reflected both in performance in
educal - end in general sc] 1 achievement.
Hildreth^ites an instance where £ iiegnostic read-
ing test tz s _iven to a ^roup of children aft r onl, e
i
0ht
norths formal instruction In reading. The scores ranged from
ignifying no r- ading skill Fit all.
3 e tts says t:rt third - r r de re^. in, serials suit
less t' r n one '"If o' ’/p children in i c third r- : .is is
/p-
bdrne out ii Duffy* s thesis on third grad
It might seer, that it ’ ould be possible to group
pupil omog e ly
,
hus doing • with some of these diffi-
culties. Yet Bur 11 r the t !ir irce individual u il: 're
such comple:
.
. ] eemsn, F
.
10. Hildreth,
11. hth,Af
12. Duffy, .
of oore or les . irdependert elements, there can
s, p. 44 and
ide - I ! . 49
'
- "rrore in h ird ode "c ir.g
12. Durr, Marvin Y. - Study of Homogeneous ' g, p.41/p

-<_ s'
o basis foa classifies tioi ' 11 .
Lnr hoi Lty ii than one rather specific sit,
i . c . c
s j
or educational ncl icvement..
"
/ */
e v.rord
-tne classification remaining as it is th te c.ing prob-
lem is simply an impossible one. The first step in its solu-
tion is reclassific ti n. In an ideal Lt -
onl i hos -- & - ’— 6 ^ac
?
ov - Le c tie dj —& - w- •
~ver. Phi.. i_ r. : i ' : o. ~ci .
Lndivi - iff - - re, no . tter
w G* • e 1. . S L. - JOU.-fJ.Iifa
. E . fj *^L. V • • - t is - - - - t -
+
. - i X v- tempt - -
ran^e of abilities is
cz s ci . „ :/
' ievcmmt
v/aj to shov th rast'r n&e of differences which exists
n:re of - fourth 0r dc.
. Heed, loiii - I J Sts, x.,w.of hie. _ .

Chapter II
Conduct of the Experiment

Conduct of the Experiment
For the purposes of this study a testing program
was undertaken in two cities - Medford and Norwood. The aim
of the testing procedure was to discover the variations in
general levels of achievement in the grade and also to dis-
cover the variations in the several types of abilities.
The testing in Medford was done by Phyllis Adams
and the testing in Norwood was done by Barbara Burns, both
graduate students in the Boston University Educational Clinic
In each case two complete fourth grade classrooms were tested
The tests in Medford were given at the Washington School (in
this case the two fourth grades were divided according to
native ability - a low and a high fourth). In Norwood the
testing was done at the Callahan and ohattuck Schools where
there is no attempt at homogeneous grouping.
The testing procedure in each classroom consisted
of the following:
1. Individual administration of the Durrell
Analysis of Re-ding Difficulty. These individual
tests were given during the last week in January
and the first two weeks in February. The giving
of this test involves approximately forty minutes
per pupil.
2. Administration to the group of the Burrell-
Sullivan Reading Capacity test and the Stanford
.*
-
.
.
-O
8Silent Reading test (form V).
3* Wore informal group testing of written recall
and spelling. This was based partly on the Durrell-
Sullivan Achievement test. These group tests were
all given during the last week in February.
The data derived from this testing has been divided
into two parts, and the thesis of Barbara Burns on "Errors in
Fourth Grade Reading" takes up in detail the data gained from
the administration of the Darrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty.
The groups tested were normal fourth grade groups.
It is probable that the children tested in Norwood, on the
whole, came from homes with ? slightly superior background,
arid this without doubt accounts for the generally higher scores
obtained there. Many of the children tested in Medford were of
foreign extraction, an 1 the sch ol w ;s not in a strictly resi-
dential district.
The chronological age distribution shows that the
pupils are scattered over the age range one would expect in any
fourth grade group. The graph on page JO shows the t) L%
bution. This graph shows that in both cities the largest number
of pupils in the grade was between the ages of nine years five
months and nine years eight months. The median age is nine
years six months.
Table I on page
°J tells the range of chronologi-
cal ages in each city. In City A the age of the youngest child
c-
.
.
.
.
c
.
9tested fell between eight years, nine months' and nine years,
no months, while that of the oldest child tested fell between
twelve years, one month and twelve years, four months. In
City 3 the age of the youngest child tested fell between eight
years, five months and eight years, eight months, and that of
the oldest child tested between eleven years, five months and
eleven ye rs, eight months. In both cities the median age was
nine years, six months.
Table I
Range of Chronological Ages
Ages by three City A City 3 Totals
month intervals
8-1 to 8-4. 0 0 0
8-5 to 8-8 0 1 . 1
8-Q to 9-o 8 7 15
9-1 to 9-4- 13 20 33
9-5 to 9-8 21 30 51
9-9 to 10 -0 11 8 19
10-1 to 10— Ij. hr 8 12
io-5 to 10-8 2 1 AD
10-9 to 11-0 1 3 hr
n-i to 11
-fi- 1 3 k
n-5 to ll-8 1 2 3
11-9 to 12-0 2 0 2
12-1 to 12-4 . 1 0 1
.-
—
-
....
-
Qr-csuDh I
ro no I I ^ i on btj ^ -
d
10
Med/an - d-lb
Nor* fcer
s<!
'/ »<ipJpilS n
£r <?-V ?-l ?-> ~?T~ 9-9 Jt> j SO- s' Jo-9 ji-i //-S'
to H to to to to Vo to to to to
*-y 8- 8 ?-o 9-v 9-8 J0-0 JO-f JO -8 n-o / i-t //-*
Meal 4'oTrH (Vor u>J o o
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Chapter III
Results of the Survey
It is generally known that both ability and
achievement in any single grade vary tremendously, but many
educators are not aware of the exact range of differences.
Darrell - Sullivan Capacity Test
The results of the Durrell - Sullivan Capacity
test show a wide variation in reading capacity. Table II on
page / ZL shows the range and distribution of the scores in Test
1 (Word Meaning) of the Capacity test. In Class 1 the lowest
grade equivalent score obtained was 2.3 and the highest 5*6.
The median in Class 1 was 3*5* In Class 2 the lowest grade
etui valent score was 1 and the highest 6. 3- The median in
Class 2 was Ij_
.
Y • In Class 3 the lowest grade equivalent score
was 3-3 and the highest 7*2. The median in Class 3 was 5*2.
In Class /p the lowest grade e ;ui valent was 2.5 and the highest
was 7*8. The median in this class was 5*2.
Examination of the totals shows that ninety of the
one hundred and forty-three word meaning tests administered
fall within the grade limits of Jp.l ond 6.0. The total median
grade equivalent in the word meaning test is /p.7»
The graph on page 4? shows the general distribu-
tion of the total scores in the word meaning test. The lowest
score in grade equivalent fell between 1.1 and 1.5, and the

]?
' highest between 7.6 and 8.0.
Table II
3^ Range and Distribution of Scores in Capacity Test (part 1 )
^rade Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class k Totals
Equivalent City A City B
1.0 - 1.5 0 1 0 0 1
1.6 - 2.0 0 0 0 0 0
2.1 - 2.5 0 1 1 6
2.6 - 3.0 2 0 1 3 6
3-1 - 3.5 9 2 1 1 l?
0
.
6
- .0 4- •3 3 1 11H - 4.5 6 11 k k 25
-i- * 6 - 5 *o 4 6 5 6 21
5.1 - 5*5 0 9 11 J, 2k
5*6 - 6.0 1 2 11 6 20
0.1 - 6.5 0 1 2 5 8
6.6 - 7.0 0 0 R 3 6
7.1 - 7*5 0 0 1 0 1
7*6 - 8.0 0 0 0 1 1
Table III
Range and Di st ri buti on1 of Scores in Capacity Test (part 2)
Orade Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class k Totals
Equivalent City A City B
1.0 - 1.5 0 0 0 0 0
1.6 - 2.0 0 0 1 0 1 •
2.1 - 2.5 0 0 0 0 0
2.6 - 3 •
0
9 8 1 0 15
R.l - 3.5 Q7 7 1 R 20
3.6 - !l.o 8 8 7 7 20
a. 1 - fi.,5 k 6 11 6 27
II .
6
- 5*0 0 6 10 8
5.1 - 5.5 0 0 1
ft. f5.6 - 6.0 0 1 h 5 10
6.1 - 6.5
6.6 - 7.0
0
0
1
1
h 2
0
7
L
7*1 - 7*5 0 0 I 1 2
7*6 - 8.0 0 0 0 0 6

12Crra^pV) JlT
T>fsbni button o~b Scores /n -/-he iVorci M e a-ni na Test
ob Ae
urre II - Su I h'u<x n ^cLjodC i 'buj TksT
Medfan d. 7
Qr-rahh jrr
CDi^tri bc/ti’flu of bh* Scores /r» Me lanxqrapb M^dhin
<f
Jest
ob bb e
b J*rre ll- Sul I iua.ni Oa jpcddibij Ies1~

fable III oi i tge A3 shows the range and distri-
bution of the scores In Test 2 (Paragraph Meaning) of the Capac-
ity test. In Class 1 the lowest gr de equivalent score was 2.6;
the highest L.5 • The median in Class 1 is 3 » 3 * In Class 2 the
lowest grade equivalent score was 2.^ and the highest 7.0. The
median in this class 2 was 3*9 • In Class 3 the lowest grade
equivalent score was 2.0; the highest 7-5* The median in this
class was k-.6. In Class 4- the lowest grade equivalent was J.O,
the highest 7*5* The median in this class was ^.6.
Examination of the totals in this portion of the
test shows that the scores of one hundred and one of the one
hundred and forty-thr e tests given fall between the grade
equivalents of 3*1 an d 5*0> with scores in the p regraph meaning
test falling consistently below those on the word meaning test*
The median score in grade equivalent is Jj.3«
''the graph on page S3 shows the general distri -
b
' [Paragraph Meaning) of the
Capacity test. It is very interesting to note that the greatest
numb: r of pupils attaining any one score attained a grade score
of between J.6 and 4.0, a slightly lower score than one might
expect from a fourth grade class in the middle of the school
year* The lowest score fell between 1.6 and 2.0, the highest
between 7*1 and 7*5*
Table IV on page AT shows the range and distribu-
tion of the total scores in the Capacity test. In Class 1 the
(
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lowest score in grade equivalent was 2 . 5 * the highest 5 * 3 * The
median in tais class was 3*5 • In Class 2 the lowest score in
grade equivalent was 3 * 0 » the highest 6 . 3 * The median In this
class was Ij. . . In Class 3 the lowest score in grade equivalent
was 1 . 9 » the highest 8 . 2 . The median in this class was 5 * 2 . In
Class li the lowest score was 3 * 0 > the highest 7 * 3 * The Median
here was 5*3*
In all, the scores of one hundred and nineteen
of the Capacity tests given fall between 3 •
1
and 6.0 - with a
scattering at both the higher -»nd lower ends of the scale. The
total median grade score in capacity is thus making the
grade approximately average in capacity.
The graph on page /& shows the general distri -
Aution of the total scores in the Cap cit} t t.
Table IV
Range and Distribution of Total Scores in the Capacity Test
Grade Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class
Equi valent City A City B
1.0 1.5 0 0 0 0
1 . 6 - 2.0 0 0 2 0
2.1 - 2.5 1 0 0 0
2 .
6
- 3.0 5 2 1 1
3-1 - 3.5 9 2 0 2
3 * 6 - £•0 20 8 bM - h *5 6 7 5 £
l \ . 6 - 5 .o 2 9 6 7
5.1 - 5 • 5 1 P 9 5
5.6 - 6.0 0 1 11 7
6.1 - 6.5 0 1 h /
6 . - 7.0 0 0 1 2
7.1 - 7.5 0 0 0 2
7.6 - 8.0 0 0 0 0
8.1 - 8.5 0 0 1 0
Totals
0
0
<—
1
9
13
21
2?
2b
20
19
7
3
2
0
1

0 cJL.p'rt rx
ti/'sfr/bub/oh of /o fa. I QroJe Lyuiuztinfs in M<?
Djr^re/I- Sul/iuan ^aftaoiiy T&s1~
C -
f
/^je d/ oLt) - </. 6
(yroide. e (j/u/U'xIvnfa
%
/.o
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Stanford Silent Reading Test
Equally revealing are the results of the Stanford
Silent Reading Test.
The range and distribution of the scores in Test
1 (Paragraph Meaning) of the Stanford Silent Reading test are
shown in Table V on page /
7
. In Class 1 the scores range
from 2.8 to 5*3> with the median falling at 4- 0. In Class 2
the scores range from 3*5 to 6.2 with the median falling at
5.2. In Class 3 'll16 scores range from 3*0 to 9*0 with the
median fall! ng a t h.. 9 . In Class br. the scores range fn0 m 3-5
to 7 • 8 with the medi an f a 1 ling at 5*0 •
On e hundred and forty-three of the Stanf ord tes
were admi ni stere d • Examination shows that one hundred and
seven teen of the scores in part 1 of the test fall above a
grade equi va lent of 4-1- The gene ral medi an was 4.9.
Table V
Di s tri buti on of 3 cores in Part 1 ( Paragraph M e^niLng) 3 . 0 • R .
Grade Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4. Totals
Equivalent City A City 3
2.1 - 2.5 0 0 0 r\ 0
2.6 - 3.0 2 0 1 0 0
3.1 - 3.5 4 1 0 1 6
3*6- Jq.G 5 • 1 6 1 17
4-1 - 4*5 7
/
O 8 2 23
4 - 6 - 5.0 6 8 7 7 28
5.1 - 5*5 2 4 7 6 19
5-6 - 6.0 0 12 5 8 25
6.1 - 6.5 0 3 5 4 12
6.6 - 7.0 0 0 2 2 4
7.1 - 7-5 0 0 1 2 3
7-6 - 8.0 0 0 1 q r
8.1 - 8.5 0 0 0 r\ 0
8.6 - 9.0 0 0 1 0 1

18
The graph on page / °f shows the total distrib
ution of scores in the Stanford Paragraph Meaning test.
Table VT on page /<T shows the range and dis-
tribution of the scores in Part 2 (Word Meaning) of the Stan-
ford Silent Reading test. In Class 1 the scores range from
2.8 to 5*^4- with the median falling at /q.2. In Class 2 the
scores range from 3*9 to 7*9 with the median falling at 5.1.
In Class 3 the scores range from 3*3 to J.6 with the median
falling at b
r
. 8. In Class the scores range from 2.8 to J.2
with the median falling at 5«1»
Examining the total scores in this part of
the test, we find that the general median falls at one
point below that of the median in the paragraph meaning test.
This is in contrast to the scores in the equivalent parts of
the Capacity test.
Table VI
Di stributi on of Scores in Word Meaning Test of Stanford ""est
Grade Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class h. Total
s
Equivalent Ci ty A City 3
2.1 - 2.5 0 0 0 0 0
2.6 - 3.0 2 0 0 0 2
3.1 - 3-5 0 0 1 0 1
3.6 - ’i.G 8 3 6 d 19
fi.,1 - k-5 13 5 8 5 31
!
:
.6 - 6 8 0 10 33
5.1 - 5-5 1 6 1 6 %
5.6 - 6.0 0 7 11 6 2k
6.1 - 6.5 0 3 2 8
6.6 r 7.0 0 6 2 3 6
7.1 - 7.5 0 1 1 2 k
7.6 - 8.0 0 1 2 0 q
8.1 - 8.5 0 0 0 0 0

tstributt on
Q-rafo h li-L~
o>i Ui e Adores in Me 1/JorJL M eoninj TesA
o +*• Me
Shin
-Pori Qi/cnt fteadinq Test
/Vo.
of
pK/»l/f •20
A^ecJ/a n ys
Distribution oh- rhe £
c
ra
ranhbrd
ore -
3
o-f Me
Si'lehf
in The rj£raq rojoT
T^eaJinej Tc. sA
fo
2. S'
20
A/o.
of hfcchan T
.
?
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The graph on page /f pictures this same data,
and shows the general distribution of the scores.
Table VII on page shows the distribution of
the total reading scores in the Stanford Silent Reading test.
In Class 1 the scores range from to 5*1 with the median
falling at !j_. 3 . In Class 2 the scores range from 3*9 to 6»7
with the median falling at 5 .l±. In Class 3 the scores range
from 3.1 to 8.2 with the median falling at 9 * 1 ° Class l\- the
scores range from Jj_.0 to 7 »’l- with the median falling at 5 * 2 *
Using the totals of all the Stanford tests administered the
median score in this test is Ip
. 9 •
Table VII
Distribution of Total Scores in the Stanford Silent Reading Test.
Grade Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class h. Total
s
E ;ui valent City A City B
2.1 - 2.5 0 0 0 0 0
2.6 - 3.0 2 0 0 0 2
3.1 - 3.5 0 0 1 0 1
3.6 - 4-.0 8 6 2 19
’l-l - k--5 1k 6 6 h- GO
/p. 6 - 5 .o k 6 10 7 27
5-1 - 5*5 2 7 5 7 21
5.6 - 6 .
0
0 11 8 6 25
6.1 - 6.5 0 1 q k 8
6.6 - 7.0 0 l 1 3 5
7-1 - 7.5 0 0 q 3 6
7 • 6 - 8.0 0 0 6 6 0
8.1 - 8.5 0 0 1 0 1
'
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Durrell Analysis
Table VIII on page shows the distribution of
the yc^\ reading grades, by city, derived from the Durrell
Analysis of Reading. In City A the oral reading grades range
from 2.5 to 6 . 2 . In City B the oral reading grades range from
3.2 to 5 * 3 . The median oral reading grade of all fourth grad-
ers tested is 4*5 •
T’ne graph on page «2 3 shows the s^me data. It
is interesting to note that more pupils were reading on a
middle or high fourth level than on any other single levels.
Table VIII
Distribution of Oral Reading Grades from Durrell Analysis
Grade Equivalent City A City B Totals
2.5 1 0 1
2.8 0 0 0
3.2 10 1 11
3*5 16 4 20
3-8 10 15
4 -
2
10 10 20
4*5 5 16 21
4.8 5 17 22
5.2 4 16 20
5 • 5 2 5 7
5.8 1 3 4
6.2 2 0 0
6.5 0 0 0
1.

22
Table IX on page -Z
2
.shows the distribution of the
silent reading grades, by city, as derived from the Darrell
Analysis. The scores or> this were consistently lower than
those in the Stanford Silent Reading test. In City A the low-
est score was 1.5 and the highest was 5*5
•
In City 3 the low-
est score was 3*2 and the highest was 5*5* The median silent
reading grade according to these results vas l\.2.
The graph on page ^pictures the same data. The
frequency curve finds its highest point at 2 with fairly high
points at both J.2 and 5*2.
Table IX
Distribution of Silent Reading Grades from the Durrell Analysis
E juivalent City A City B Totals
1.5 1 0 1
1.8 0 0 0
2.2 0 0 0
2.5 0 0 0
2.8 1 0 1
3.2 1
6
2 18
3-5 10 /, 1
L
3.8 11 L 15
;,*2 12 14 26
4-5 !,
1
11 15
4.8
5.2
7
13
n
19
5.
5
1 11 12
5.8 0 11 11
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Oral Recall
Table X on page <2-3 shows 1:, the distribution of
oral memories for both silent nd oral reading. In every case
the number of memories is taken from the middle paragraph read
by the child, the paragraph closest approximating his reading
level. In City A in oral reading the number of oral memories
ranged from none to nineteen, in City 3 from none to nineteen.
The median number of memories for oral reading was twelve. In
the case, of oral memories for silent reading, in City A the
number of memories ranged from thr e to nineteen, and in City
B from two to twenty. The median number of oral memories for
silent reading was also twelve.
The graph on page pictures the distribu-
tion of oral memories for both oral and silent reading. The
iber of memories includes both promoted and unprompted.
*.
.
.
.
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Table X
Range of Total Oral Memories for both Oral and Silent
Reading
Oral Si lent
No, of
memories
City A City 0 Totals City A City 3 Totals
0
1
3
l
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
l
r
15
16
17
18
19
20
1 12
1 0 1
0 0 0
0 11
0 0 0
hr 3 7
2 5 7
2 3 5
6 10 16
0 6 6
? 5 7
5 7 12
10 8 18
7 18
5 5 io
7 5 12
9 7 16
3 2 6
k h ?
2 3 5
0 0 0 0
0
0
1
0
2
*3
3
3
1
7
3
8
6
10
6
6
5
2
6
k
0
1
0
0
1
1
2
k
7
7
12
7
12
11
12
11
21
9
10
8
8
2
1
t



7/ritten Recall and Spelling
The graph on page AX' shows the distribation of
the memories in written recall. The median number of memories
is eight with numbers of memories ranging from none to fif-
teen. Twenty-six attained eight memories, while fifteen at-
tained both six and seven memories and fifteen attained nine
and ten memories each. According to the norms of the test
and the standards for grade four, thirty-five attained the
classification of poor, ninety-six fair, and twelve good in
their ability to recall and write ideas read. The median
number falls in the fair classification. Since this part of
tne test was timed (only five minutes being allowed for the
writing of memories) this is not necessarily the limit of the
possible memories.
Table XI on pageo2? shows the range and the
distribution of the grade equivalents in spelling. Nineteen
words were given. In Class 1 the range in grade equivalent
was from 3»2 to 5*2. In Class 2 the range was from 3*9 to 5-6.
In Class 3 the range was from 3.2 to 5*6 and in Class Ip from
3*9 to 5*6. The median grade equivalent is J|..8.
The gr p) on 1 ge shows the distribution of
spelling grades. Eleven pu ils attained a perfect score ( or a
grade equivalent of 5*6), eight of these eleven being in one
classroom.
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Table XI
Bange and Distribution of the Grade Equivalents in the
Spelling Test
Grade Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 Totals
equivalent City A City B
0
3.2
1:1
3.6
3
-
7
3.8
S-.l
4.3u
4*5
4
-
6
4.8
4.9
5.0
5.3
5
-
5
5 *6
1
l
1
4
5
2
2
1
1
3
2
2
2
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
1
0
0
0
5
1
s
2
5
2
0
1
1
2
0
1
2
2
4
6
1
2
2
6
3
2
1
1
0
C
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
1
0
1
1
1
7
8
1
2
2
6
5
4
3
Q
6
8
5
8
12
6
13
12
13
12
8
11
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:Jord Recognition and Word Analysis
Table XII on page shows the distributions of
the scores in both the word analysis and word recognition tests
from the Durrell Analysis. In the word recognition test, in
City A the scores varied from eleven to one hundred. In the
same test in City 3 the scores varied from twenty-one to one
hundred. The median score on the }ui ck recognition test was
eighty- five.
In the
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Table XII
Distribution of Scores in Word Recognition and Word
Tests
Recogni ti on Analysis
Scores City A City B Totals City A City B
1-5 0 0 0 0 0
6-10 0 0 0 0 0
11-15 1 0 1 0 0
16-20 2 0 2 1 0
21-25 1 1 2 0 0
26-30 1 r\U 1 0 1
31-35 1 3 4 0 0
364|0 3 3 6 1 2
4-1-45 1 1 2 1 3
46-50 2 1 3 0 3
51-55 5 2 7 2 0
56-60J u Sr" 2 3 5
1 1
4
6
0
0
4
6
3
3
2
1
71-75 5 k 9 5 1
76-80 2 3 5 3 1
81-85 9 6 15 9*
36-90 2 11 13 Q
51-95 12 21 33 17 17
96-100 9 15 24 17 3k
Analysis
Total
s
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
3
1
3
2
2
5
i
£
k
13
9
3k
31
)
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Differences in Reading Speed
This was figured on the basis of reading para-
graph four in the Oral Reading Test I of the Darrell Analysis.
Since all but thirt en of the one hundred and forty-three
tested read this paragraph, only the speed of those reading
this articular paragraph was figured. The speed varied from
forty-three words per minute to two hundred and sixteen words
per minute. The median rate was one hundred and forty-four
words per minute. Table XIII on page shows the general
distribution of the reading rates.
'Words per minute PU;
h-3 1
72 2
79 1
Table XIII 86 1
?6 10
Reeding Speeds 98 1
100 1
103 1
108 11
117 2
120 1
123 11
127 2
131 3
13 ^ 1
lvr! 30
I/p? 1
15k 5
160 8
166 5
173 12
180 5
188 6
196 J,
206 2
216 3
L.
.
.
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3ex Differences
Although the primary object of this study is
f- the observation and study of differences in capacity
achievement due to sex, it is interesting to note what differ-
ences there are. In capacity the distribution of the scores is
not significantly different. The lowest score of both boys and
girls falls between 1.6 and 2.0. The highest score of the boys,
however, falls between 8.1 and 8.5, while the highest of the
girls falls only between 6.6 and 7*0 • T XIV on page 3 6
shows the distribution of the scores of boys by classes in the
various half grade intervals, and ^atale XV on page 3b does the
same with the scores of the girls.
The median score in capacity among the boys is
a grade equivalent of L.7, while the median grade equivalent
of the girls in capacity is only
I IS 1
1
' I [I
.
.
* •
-
.
. .
) Table XIV
Total Capacity Scores
Grades Class 1 Class 2
1 . 1 - 1 . 5 0 0
1 . 6- 2.0 0 0
2.1 - 2.5 1 0
2 . 6-3.0 k 0
5.6 - 6.0 o
6.1 - 6.5 o l
6.6 - 7.0 o o
7.1 - 7.5 0 0
7.6 - 3.0 0 0
8.1 - 3.5 0 0
8.6 - 9.0 0 0
Table XV
Total Capacity Scores
Grade s Class 1 Class
1.1 - 1.5 0 0
1.6 - 2.0 0 0
2.1 - 2.5 0 0
2.6 - 3.0 1 2
3*1 - ;o k 2
?.6 - Ji.o 1 6
5.1 - hr. 5 1 5
Ji . 6 — 5.0 0 5
5.1 - 5.5 0 3
5.6 _ 6.0 0 1
6.1 — 6.5 0 0
6.6 - 7.0 0 0
7*1 - 7.5 0 0
7.6 - 8.0 0 0
8.1 - 8.5 0 0
8.6 - 9.0 0 0
the Boys
Class 3 Class Ip Total
s
0 0 0
1 0 1
0 0 1
0 0 k
0 1 6
2 0 9
2 1 10
3 *3 12
£ 10
7 3 10
3 1 5
1 1 2
0 2 2
0 0 0
l 0 1
0 0 0
the Girls
Class 3 Class /p Total
0 0 0
1 0 1
0 0 0
1 2 6
0 0 r0
2 Q 12
3 •s 12
3 5 13
6 1 10
q
>
1 1 2
0 1 1
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

) On the other hand, in the distribution of oral
reading grades, the lowest score attained by the boys falls in
If- the interval between 2.1 and 2.5 while the lowest score of the
girls falls in the interval between J.l and 3*5* The highest
score attained by the boys falls in the interval between 5*6 and
6.0, while that of the girls falls between 6.1 and 6.5* It
appears that the girls are more apt to work up to capacity than
are the boys.
Table XVI on page 38 shows the range ^nd dis-
tribution of the or-il reading grades of the boys in the various
half grade intervals, while Table XVII on page J/''" shows that of
the girls.
The graph on page 3? contrasts the total capa-
city equiTalent of the boys with that of t iris, and the other
grapt i an ja.ge3/ contrasts the oral reading les of the boys
and girls. The oral reading performance of the girls attains a
definitely higher point than that of the boys. The median
grade Equivalent in oral reading for the boys is k.5, while the
median for the girls is L.8.
)
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Table XVI
Oral Reading 8 of the Boys
Grade
.1 - 1.5
.6 - 2.0
.1 - 2.5
- 3-0
- j-5
- \.o
. l - k*5
.6 - 5 *o
.1 - 5.5
.6 - 6.0
.1 -6.5
.6 - 7.0
Class 1
0
0
1
0
i
o
o
o
0
0
Class
0
0
0
0
0
1
7
3
0
1
0
0
Class
0
0
0
2
7
6
£
0
0
0
Table XVII
Or^l Reading Grades of the Girls
rade
.1 -
. 6 -
.1 -
.6 -
.1 -
.1
.6
.1
. 6
. l
. 6
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3-5
- lj..o
- h-5
- 5.0
- 5*5
- 6.0
- 6.5
- 7.0
Class 1
0
0
0
0
5
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
Class 2
0
0
0
0
K
R
8
2
6
o
2
‘ 0
Class
0
0
0
0
2
r
5
k
5
2
0
0
Class I4.
0
0
0
0
0
0
8
2
Jl
1
0
0
Totals
0
0
1
0
20
7
23
11
10
2
0
0
Class
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
5
6
0
0
0
Total
s
0
0
0
0
11
7
1?
11
17
2
2
0



Capacity and Achievement
The graph on page y/ charts the distribution of
capacity scores as contrasted with the distribution of scores
in the Stanford Silent Reading test. The median of capacity is
/j.,6 and the median in the Stanford is J|.8, indi c iting if any-
thing that the achievement in silent reading tends to run
slightly above capacity.
The graph on page re
Z
charts the distribution of
capacity scores as contrasted with the distribution of oral
reading grades. In contrast to the median of capacity at a
grade eq ivalent of 7;. 6, the or^l reading grade median is ^..5*
This is only one tenth of a grade below the capacity.
.«
*
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Chapter IV
Summary

Chapter IV
Summary
Purpose of s t udy
The purpose of the study is to discover the varia-
tions in general levels of achievement within the grade and
also to discover the variations in the several types of
abi li ties
.
Procedure
For purposes of the study all the children in four
separate fourth grade classrooms were given the Durrell
Analysis of Reading Difficulty, the Durrell-Sulli v n Capacity
Test, the Stanford Silent Reading Test, and informal checks
on written recall and s elling.
Summary of findings
In the Durrell - Sullivan Capacity Test the total
scores ranged from a grade equivalent of l.Ij. to one of 7 • 8
with the median falling at ^uartile R fell &t 5 *b- and
iuartile 1 at 3-9, therefore the middle fifty percent fall
is between the grade equivalents of 3*9 and 5
In the Stanford Silent Reading Test the scores
ranged from a grade equivalent of 2.8 to one of 8.2 with the
med' an falling at Jir .9 * Quartile 1 fell at J]_.l and uartile 3
at 5*7» therefore the middle fifty percent fall is between
the grade equivalents of l\..l and 5*7*

In the Darrell analysis measure of oral reading
grades the range is from 2.5 to 6.2 with the median falling, at
/l*5» Quartile 1 falls at 3*5 and Quartile 3 a t 5 witth the
middle fifty percent fall between 3*5 and 5*2. In the same test
tne silent reading grades range from 1.5 to 5*3 with the median
falling at It.. 2. Quartile 1 is at 3*5 and Quartile 3 at 5*2 with
the middle fifty percent fall between the grade equivalents of
3*5 and 5*2.
In the spelling test the grade equivalent scores
range from 3*2 to 5 *6 with the median falling at /j..8. Quartile
1 is at l\..l and Quartile 3 * s 0 t 5*2, therefore the middle fifty
percent fall In spelling is between the grade equivalents of /;.l
and 5*2.
In Oral Recall from oral reading the number of
memories ranges from none to nineteen with the median falling at
twelve. In Oral Recall from silent reading the number of memo-
ries ranges from two to twenty with the median also falling at
twelve
.
In written recall the number of memories ranges
from none to fifteen with the median falling at eight. The
middle fifty percent fall in written recall is between six and
eleven memories, or', in other words, the middle fifty percent of
the pupils have a fair ability in written recall.
The range of scores in the q ie’c word recognition
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and word analysis tests is as great, ranging from eleven to one
hundred on the former with a median of eighty-five, and from
seventeen to one hundred on the latter with a median of ninety-
four.
The differences in i ing speed are also great,
ranging from forty-three words per minute to two hundred and six-
teen words per minute with a median r te of one hundred and forty-
four words per minute.
The achievement in the grade is what one would ex-
pect to find, basing judgment on the capacity scores* There are
few significant 'Hfferences between capacity and achievement,
although the girls are more apt to work up to capacity than are
the boys (the median reading capacity of the girls being four
.points belo''' that of their oral reading achievement, and that of
being two points above that of their 1 r
' ch i e vement
.
From this data the reader cm find implications
the teacher, fj bool administrator md supervisor, and
the textbook author and publisher* To the t< mr goes the
responsibility for classroom organization which will best care
the vast range of abilities within the r^om. 7/ell-organi zed
small group work is the best organization for taking 'b of all
individual differences. On the teacher, also, falls the respor i-
bility of making assignments suitable to each one. Furthermore
she is responsible for the .classroom library which must of
necessity
..
—
.
.
<L
.
.
<
.
c
hi
contain... books interesting to those reading on the varying
levels. Her responsibility is a heavy one.
To the administrator and the supervisor fall the
problems which have to do with school organization. The mat-
ters of deciding about promotions, about ability grouping (just
how to arrange grouping and give every one concerned as many
benefits as possible), about permitting pupils to progress at
their own rates of learning speed - these are all problems for
the administrator and supervisor to settle. They are important
problems, too, for they are all closely concerned with the mat-
ter of taking care of individual differences.
The textbook author and publisher must also share
in the responsibility. More and more we are learning that there
must be books written for th slow learner. As there are dif-
ferences in learning rates, so must there be different books
for those of different rates. Every child can not learn to real
from the same book. This is a very definite need which must
some day be met.
Individual differences must indeed be cared for
in tae school. Yet the problem is not one which rests on the
shoulders of the teacher alone. Others share the responsibility
and must stand ready to help solve the problem of caring for
individual differences in a manner which will lead to greater
accompli shment.
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Appendix

Words Used for the 'nesting of Spelling
leave
afternoon
thought
wear
pound
early
teeth
push
stairs
clothingw
market
weather
young
friend
happened
f i xed
station
explai
n
promise

Paragraph Used in the Testing of Written Recall
Blackie was a little kitten. One day a big dog
chased him. He became frightened and ran up a tree. After he
got high up in the branches he was afraid to aome down. The
little girl who owned him came and stood beneath the tree. She
called to Blackie and showed him his dish of milk, hoping he
would want his supper enough to try to come down. But he would
not corue. Finally her father called the fire chief. He sent a
fireman with a ladder. The man went up the tree and carried
little Blacki e adown . The little girl was happy to have her kit
ten again.
From Burrell - Sullivan Achievement
Test

DURRELL-SUELIVAN
READING CAPACITY AND ACHIEVEMENT TESTS
READING CAPACITY TEST
By Donald D. Durrell
Professor of Education and Director of the Educational Clinic
Boston University
and Helen Blair Sullivan
Associate Director of the Educational Clinic
Boston University
Inter.
Capacity
INTERMEDIATE TEST: FORM A
For Grades 3 to 6
Name Grade
Age When is your next birthday?
Name of school City
Teacher Boy or girl
How old will you be then ?. .
Date
Test Score
Grade
Equiva-
lent
Age
Equiva-
lent
1. Word Meaning
2. Paragraph Meaning
Total
Patent No. 1,586,628
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois
Copyright 1937 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved, ds : rct : inter, a-1
PRINTED IN U.S.A.
YiV This test is copyrighted. The reproduction of any part of it by mimeograph
,
hectograph
,
or in any other
way, whether the reproductions are sold or are furnished free for use, is a violation of the copyright law.
TEST 1. WORD MEANING
Durrell-Sullivan : Read. Capacity : Inter. A
Durrell-Sullivan : Read. Capacity : Inter. A
[ 3 1
Durrell-Sullivan : Read. Capacity : Inter. A
[ 4 1
Durrell-Sullivan : Read. Capacity : Inter. A
XIII
%
f 5 1 Score
m
Durrell-Sullivan : Read. Capacity : Inter. ATEST 2. PARAGRAPH MEANING
III
)
y*'
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
))
)
)
)
)
)
)
Durrell-Sullivan : Read. Capacity : Inter. A
[ 8 ] Score
DURRELL
ANALYSIS OF READING DIFFICULTY
By Donald D. Durrell
Professor of Education and Director of the Educational Clinic
Boston University
INDIVIDUAL RECORD BLANK
For Grades 1 to 6
Name School
Date Examiner
.
Date of birth Age
Report to Address...
Profile Chart
Grade
.
READING ANALYSIS TESTS
Oral
reading
Comp. [Recall
Silent
read’g
Flash
words
Word
pron.
Spell-
ing
ADDITIONAL, TESTS
GRADE
Hand-
writ’g
DURRELL-SULLIVAN
Capacity
Word Para,
Achievem’t
Word| Paraj
BINET-
SIMON
Voc. I M.A.
AGE
- -6.0
6~5
5.5
5.0
4.5
-
-40
3.5
•3.0
'
2.5
20
1.5
Hi
.11-10
+ 11- 9
--11- 4
?}
: ?
lO-U
lO- 9
--lO-
8
-
-12— 412- 3
fii
-
11 -
m
io
io _
18-3
-lO- 4
— lO— 3
--lO- 1
±13
9- 5
-- 9- J
1-i9-3
-- 9-19-0
8 -11
9-il
frl7-67-5
7-0
6 -lO
136-46-36-1
Record
scores
here*
Published hy World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois
Copyright 1933 by Donald D. Durrell. Copyright 1937 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved
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Durrell Anal. Reading Difficulty
CHECK LIST OF DIFFICULTIES
Background Skills
Hearing vocabulary poor
Hearing comprehension poor
from Durrell-Sullivan
Reading Capacity Test
Faulty voice or speech habits
from observation of conversation
Word Mastery Skills
Word recognition Page. 10
Low sight vocabulary
Will not try difficult words
Can spell but not pronounce
.
Ignores word endings
Guesses at word from general form
Word analysis Page 10
__ Word-analysis ability poor
Will not try difficult words
Has no method of word analysis
Sounds aloud by: single letters —
blends — syllables
Unable to combine sounds into words
Looks away from word after sounding
Sounding slow or inaccurate
Spells words
;
successful — inadequate
Silent word study; successful — inade-
quate
Enunciates badly when prompted
Systematic errors (See tabulation)
Names of letters not known
Sounds of letters not known
Blends not known
Word skills in oral reading Page 5
Low sight vocabulary
Word-analysis ability inadequate
Errors on easier words
Guesses at unknown words from context
Ignores word errors and reads on
Poor enunciation of prompted words
Word skills in silent reading. From informal tests
Ignores difficult words
Derives no word meanings from context
Oral Reading
Phrase reading Page 5
Word-by-word reading
Inadequate phrasing
Incorrect phrasing
Eye-voice span too short
Oral Reading (Cont’d)
Voice, enunciation, expression Page 5
Strained, high-pitched voice
Monotonous tone
Volume too loud
Volume too soft
Poor enunciation in all reading
Poor enunciation of difficult words
Ignores punctuation
Habitual repetition of words
Habitual addition of words
Omits words
Marked insecurity evident
Comprehension Page 5 or 7
In easy material
In difficult material
General Reading Habits Page 6
Head movements; marked — slight
Loses place easily
Uses finger or pointer
Holds book too close or incorrectly
Frowns and shows signs of tenseness
Poor posture
Effort and attention low
Easily distracted
Lacks aggressiveness in attack
Shows aversion to reading
Silent Reading Page 8
Mechanics
Low rate of silent reading
High rate at the expense of mastery
Lip movements
;
constant — occasional
Whispering
;
constant— occasional
Lacks persistence in hard material
Marked insecurity evident
Poor attention necessitates rereading
Comprehension
In easy material
In hard material
Eye movements
Too many per line
Irregular pauses
Regressive movements
Comparison with oral reading
Speed : Higher Same Lower
Recall: Better Same Poorer
Security : Better Same Poorer
[ 2 1
Recall
Oral recall Pages 6 and 8 *
Unaided recall scanty
Poorly organized recall
Inaccurate memories and guesses
Response labored and slow
Avoids use of new words in recall
Recalls details badly on questions
Very scanty recall on hard material
Written recall Page 12
Unaided recall scanty
Poorly organized recall
Inaccurate memories and guesses
Avoids use of new words in recall
Laborious writing
Spelling difficulty impedes recall
Study Skills From informal tests
Thorough reading skills
Organization and evaluation
Reading for details
Outlining and summarizing
Speeded reading skills
Locating information
Scanning
Associational reading
Use of dictionary and reference materials
Spelling Page 12
Omits sounds or syllables
Adds sounds or syllables
Incorrect phonetic spelling
Correct phonetic spelling but incorrect
on non-phonetic word elements
Slow handwriting
Writing Page 12
Speed too low
Poor letter formation
Poor position of hand, pencil, paper, etc.
Irregular height
Irregular spacing
Irregular slant
* Double check this list, using a check (vO for
difficulties in Oral Recall from Oral Reading
(page 6) and a cross (X) for difficulties in Oral
Recall from Silent Reading (page 8).
SCHOOL RECORD
Durrell Anal. Reading Difficulty
Age at school entrance Onset of difficulty. . .
First-grade absences Schools attended. . . .
Recent absences Reading method used
School report (or classroom visit): Poor discipline
Discouraged
MEDICAL RECORD
Latest examination of eyes . . .
Clinic examination suggests :
Nearsighted
.
Astigmatism
Hearing
Pertinent medical history
:
by
Farsighted
Coordination difficulty
Auditory discrimination
Source
PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS— HOME HISTORY: Source
Other siblings— where in school ?
Handedness change
Emotional reactions
Special interests
Tutoring possibilities
Previous tutoring
REMEDIAL PLANS (Individual tutoring— small group work— remedial class)
1. Level of reading materials
2. Motivation type— interests
3. Word work
Word analysis— level, type
Immediate recognition
Phrase work
4.
Oral reading plans
Mechanics
Comprehension
5. Silent reading plans
Mechanics
Comprehension
6. Study skills
Thoroughness
Flexibility
Association
[ 3 1
ORAL READING
Durrell Anal. Reading Difficulty
Instructions. Make a record of time, errors, phrasing, and comprehension according to the directions in
the manual.
1. Time Number of Reading Errors
Muff is a little yellow kitten.
She drinks milk.
She sleeps on a chair.
She does not like to get wet.
1. What color was the kitten ?
2. What does she drink ?
3. Where does she sleep ?
4. Why doesn’t Muff like to go out on rainy days ?
2. Time Number of Reading Errors
A little black dog ran away fro m home. He
playe d with two big dogs. Th ey ran away from
him. It began to rain. He went under a tree.
He wanted to go home, but he did not know the
way. He saw a boy he knew. The boy took
hi m home.
4. Time Number of Reading Errors
Henry goes to a large, lake in summer. Last
summer, a motorboat sank near his house. The
boat had ten men on it. The man who was
running the boat brought it very close to the
shore when the water was low. He hit a big
rock under water. It made a hole in the bottom
of the boat. The water came in very fast. All
of the men swam to shore.
1. Where does Henry go in summer?
2. What happened near his house?
3. What kind of boat was it ?
4. What did the boat hit ?
5. How fast did the water come in ?
6. How many men were on the boat ?
7. What happened to the men on the boat ?
1. Who ran away from home ?
2. How many other dogs did he play with ?
3. Why did the dog go under the tree ?
4. What did the dog want then ?
5. Whom did he see ?
6. How did he get home ?
3. Time Number of Reading Errors
Six boys put up a tent by th e side of the river.
They took things to eat with them. When the
sun went down, they went into the tent to sleep.
In th e night, a cow came and began to eat grass
around the tent. The boys were afraid. They
thought it was a bear.
1. How many boys went camping?
2. Where did they put up their tent ?
3. What did they take with them besides their tent ?
4. What did the boys do when the sun went down ?
5. What came around their tent in the night ?
6. What was the cow doing ?
7. What did the boys think the cow was ?
5. Time Number of Reading Errors
In 1807, Robert Fult on took the first long trip
in a steamboat. He went one hundred and fifty
miles up the Hudson River. The boat went five
miles an hour. This was faster than a steamboat
had ever gone before. Crowds gathered on both
banks of the river to see this new kind of boat
go by. The fishermen did not like the boat.
They were afraid that its noise and splashing
would drive away all the fish.
1. What did Robert Fulton do in this story?
2. What kind of boat was it ?
3. What river was the trip made on ?
4. How far did the boat go ?
5. How fast did it go ?
6. Who did not like the boat ?
7. What were the fishermen afraid would happen ?
TIME AND ERROR RECORD
Para-
graph
No.
No. of Errors
Reading Time 1 in Grade
1 2 3 4 5 6
Reading Compre. L M H L M H L M H L M H L M H L M H
1 50 38 30 27 20 15
2 90 75 60 55 41 30
3 65 50 40 35 25 20
4 70 40 32 30 27 24
5 70 50 42 40 35 30 27 25 22
6 90 75 65 60 55 52 45 40 32
7 80 72 65 60 55 42
8 90 65 50
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1 In seconds.
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6. Time Number of Reading Errors
The richest diamond field in the world is in
South Africa. Deep pits yield a hard substance
called “blue ground” which contains the diamonds.
The blue ground is spread over the drying fields for
a year. The weather gradually crumbles it. Then
—
rvit is taken up and run through washing machines
which sort out the stones and the diamonds. The
value of the diamonds is determined by color, size,
and purity. Blue, yellow, orange, brown, and green
diamonds have been discovered. The most valuable
ones are pure white. The largest diamond ever
found weighed almost two pounds.
1. In what country is the richest diamond field of the world ?
2. What is the substance containing the diamonds called ?
3. Why is the blue ground spread over the drying fields ?
4. What do the washing machines do ?
5. What are some of the colors of diamonds ?
6. Which diamonds are the most valuable ?
J 7. How heavy was the largest diamond ever found ?
8. Time Number of Reading Errors
Between 1865 and 1900, the northern part of the United
States enjoyed great prosperity. Many new industries
developed, among them the making of thread and ready-
made clothes. The invention of machinery revolutionized
methods of manufacture. For example, the introduction
of the McKay sewing machine permitted the manufacture
of shoes in big factories. Radical changes in steel-making
allowed enormous expansion of the iron and steel industries.
The Bessemer process of smelting was introduced into the
country in 1864 and the open-hearth process in 1867. As a
result, more machinery could be built, and factories became
more productive.
1. What great development is described here?
2. When did this industrial growth take place ?
3. What were some of the industries that arose ?
4. In which part of the United States did this take place?
5. What invention increased the production of shoes ?
6. What processes of steel making were used ?
7. What effect did increased steel production have on industry?
7. Time Number of Reading Errors
Golf originated in Holl and as a game pi ayed on
ice. The game in its present form first appeared
in S cotlan d. It becam e unusiually popul ar and
kings foumI it so einjoya ble that it was k nown as
“the royal1 game.” Jaimes IV, however, thought
that peoplt: neglected t hei r work to indulge in this
fascinating sport so that it was forbidden in 1457.
James rele nted when he found how attractive the
game was, and it i m meidiately regained its former
popularity. Golf sp read gradually to other coun-
tries, being introduced in America in 1890. It h as
grown in favor until there is h ardly a to wn that
does not boast of a private or public course.
1. Where did golf originate ?
2. How was it first played ?
3. Where did it first appear in its present form ?
4. Why was golf forbidden by James IV ?
5. Why did he change his mind ?
6. When was golf first introduced in America?
7. What evidence have we of its popularity ?
(' >
CHECK LIST OF DIFFICULTIES
Phrase Reading
Word-by-word reading
Inadequate phrasing
Incorrect phrasing
Eye-voice span too short
Voice, Enunciation, Expression
Strained, high-pitched voice
Monotonous tone
Volume too loud
Volume too soft
Poor enunciation in all reading
Poor enunciation of difficult words
Ignores punctuation
Habitual repetition of words
Habitual addition of words
Omits words
Marked insecurity evident
Word Skills in Oral Reading
Low sight vocabulary
Word-analysis ability inadequate
Errors on easier words
Guesses at unknown words from context
Ignores word errors and reads on
Poor enunciation of prompted words
Comprehension
Good
Fair
Poor
Median Reading
Grade
Durrell Anal. Reading Difficulty
ORAL READING — UNAIDED ORAL RECALL
Instructions. Record time, errors, number of unaided memories, inaccurate memories, and prompted mem-
ories, according to directions in the Manual.
1. Time No. of Reading Errors
Bob
to school
He saw a red light
The green light came
and Bob ran fast
Total
2. Time No. of Reading Er rors
.
A boy had
a bis grav cat
He was going to give her . . .
some milk
She did not come
when he c ailed
He saw her
u p i n a tree
loo k i ng down
at a big dog
The boy sent the dog away.
Then the cat jumped down .
from the tree
and came for her milk
Total
3. Time No. of Reading E rrorj
Dick
jumped out of bed
and ran downstairs
It was his birthday
He found a big basket
on his chair
at the table
Something was moving
in the basket
Dick took off the cover.
. . ,
Out jumped
a little brown dog
The dog started to bark . . . .
and wag his tail
He was glad to get out
Total
4. Time No. of Reading Errors
A boy
was hurt
on our street
yesterday
He had been playing ball
and was riding
his bicycle
away from
the ball field
when a car
came down the road
He did not see
the car coming
because he was looking back . . .
at the boys
who were still playing ball
The car was going slowly
It hit the boy,
but did not run over him
His arm
was hurt
and his bicycle
was bent
Total
6. Time No. of Reading Errors. .'....
Large kites have been used
for a great many things
In war they have been used
to carry signal lanterns
and to carry automatic
cameras
over enemy territory
One general
used kites to pull ropes
across a swift river
sothathecouldstarttobuild
a swinging bridge
Some people in China
make “singing kites”
which are supposed
to frighten away
evil spirits
The weather bureau has used
kites
to study temperature
and the speed of the wind
at great heights
A string of kites once went up
over four miles in the air
Some kites are big enough
to lift a man
Total
CHECK LIST OF DIFFICULTIES
Recall
Unaided recall scanty
Poorly organized recall
Inaccurate memories and guesses
Response labored and slow
Avoids use of new words in recall
Recalls details badly on questions
Very scanty recall on hard material
General Reading Habits
Head movements
;
marked — slight
Loses place easily
Uses finger or pointer
Holds book too close or incorrectly
Frowns and shows signs of tenseness
Poor posture
Effort and attention low
Easily distracted
Lacks aggressiveness in attack
_
Shows aversion to reading
-T'
4M
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7. Time No. of Reading Errors
Baseball is called
the national sport
It developed from games
known as “rounders”
and “ town ball.”
It was played in colleges
as early as 1825
and its popularity
has constantly increased
It is easily understood
and demands simple equip-
ment
Curiously enough,
war has been responsible
for the growth of the pastime
Men learned it in camps
during the Civil War
and organized teams
on returning home
The World War
extended it further
Wherever American soldiers ....
have been stationed
they have created
an interest in baseball
which remained
after the men departed
Both amateur and
professional players
welcome the baseball season
Total
8. Time No. of Reading Errors
Failure to plan
for suitable defense
under irregular conditions
of warfare
accounts for defeat
in the first war
waged by the United States
An army
of two thousand men
under General Arthur St.
Clair
marched northward
from Cincinnati
to punish Indians who
had broken treaty provisions
They neglected to guard
against
unexpected assault
and found themselves de-
fenseless
when hostile Indians
suddenly attacked them
in the forest
Firearms gave little protec-
tion
against an enemy in ambush
After a futile attempt at
defense,
St. Clair ordered his men
to retreat
Durrell Anal. Reading Difficulty
8. Continued
Only fifty
escaped uninjured
President Washington
felt very bitterly
about St. Clair’s carelessness
in the country’s first
military campaign
Total
Comprehension
Good
Fair
Poor
Median Reading
Grade
TIME AND ERROR RECORD
Para-
graph
No.
No. OF
Reading
Errors
Memories in Grade
Reading Time 1 in Grade
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6 L M H L M H L M H L M H L M H L M H
1 5 6 50 36 30 27 24 18
2 8 10 80 70 60 55 36 30
3 10 12 65 50 38 31 25 20
4 14 15 17 50 40 32 30 27 22
5 12 14 18 55 45 35 30 27 22
6 12 14 16 80 65 60 55 50 47 43 40 35
7 8 13 80 70 67 60 52 40
8 10 80 60 45
Summary
[ 7 1
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SILENT READING— UNAIDED ORAL RECALL
Durrell Anal. Reading Difficulty
Instructions. Record time, number of unaided memories, inaccurate memories, and prompted memories
according to directions in the Manual.
1. Time No. of Memories
Peter is
a big white rabbit
He has long ears
He can jump and hop
Total
2. Time No. of Metnories
A hen had
six little yellow chickens.. . .
One morning
she took them for a walk.. .
They looked for
They found some seeds and
sand
A dog ca me
to play with them
The hen
did not like the dog
and made him run away.. . .
Total
3. Time No. of Metnorifs
Three boys
built a house
in the woods
They put a table
and two old chairs in it
There was a basket
full of apples
under the table
One afternoon
they went away
and left the door open
When t h e v came back,... .
Total
4. Time No. of Memories
A little girl
got off the train
all alone
There was nobody
at the station
to meet her
She asked the man
inside the station
where her mother was
He said that her mother
could not get the car started
A man was trying to fix it
The little girl sat down
to wait
A few minutes later
a big car
came around the corner
with her mother in it
The little girl got in
and they drove home
Total
5. Time No. of Memories
About one hundred and fifty
years ago,
in France,
the first man
went up in a balloon
His balloon was made of
paper
covered with strips of cloth
to make it strong
A long rope kept it
from going too high
Later this man took a friend ....
up in the balloon with him
On this trip they rose
over five hundred feet
The trip lasted
thirty minutes
They came down
several miles
from where they started
Total
CHECK LIST OF DIFFICULTIES
Mechanics of Silent Reading
Low rate of silent reading
High rate at the expense of mastery
Lip movements; constant — occasional
Whispering; constant — occasional
Lacks persistence in hard material
Marked insecurity evident
Poor attention necessitates rereading
Recall
Unaided recall scanty
Poorly organized recall
Inaccurate memories and guesses
Response labored and slow
Avoids use of new words in recall
Recalls details badly in questions
Very scanty recall on hard material
Eye Movements
Range of eye movements per line to
Irregular pauses
Regressive movements
Comparison with Oral Reading ( Underline)
Speed; higher — same — lower
Recall ; better— same — poorer
Security ; better— same — poorer
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Comprehension
Good
Fair
Poor
Median Reading
Grade
6. Time No. of Memories
Early settlers
in America
found that Indians
would sell skins and land
for glass beads
Many men earned their liv-
.
ing
by making glass beads
and bottles
In 1827
a man invented a way
to press molten glass
into iron molds
The most famous glass works . . . .
was in the town of Sand-
wich in Massachusetts
The Sandwich glass had
a bright silvery appearance
and it could be molded into
very elaborate and attractive
patterns
Beautiful lamps and candle-
sticks
as well as all sorts of dishes
were made from this glass
In many New England homes
pieces of Sandwich glass
are still found on display
Total
7. Time No. of Memories
Basketball
is one of the more recent
ga mes
It was devised
by a college instructor
who desired a game to inter-
pose
between the football
and baseball seasons
The game demands
precision of movement,
concentration,
and great endurance
It is more popular
in those localities where
it does not compete with
hockey
Opinion differs as to whether . . .
it is a satisfactory game
for girls
It has been modified
to make it less strenuous
for them
by restricting the playing
area
of each player
Some of the large Western
universities
have audiences
of over twenty thousand
at their conference games
Total
Burrell Anal. Reading Difficulty
8. Time • No. of Memories
Railroad communication
developed rapidly
just after the Civil War
Between 1865 and 1873,
thirty-five thousand
miles of track were laid
This doubled the distance
people could travel
by railroad
Some of the new roads
connected important cities,
and some extended westward
beyond populated regions
Congress
favored this sudden
development
by granting land to com-
panies
interested in furthering
the expansion
Grants included territory
lying within twenty miles
of the proposed roadbed
Alternate sections
were allotted to the railroad ;
those in between were
reserved for homesteaders
The sale of sections of land
owned by the railroad
was made easier
through this checkerboard
arrangement
Total
TIME AND MEMORY RECORD
No. OF
Para-
graph
Memories in Grade
Reading Time 1 in Grade
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6 L M H L M H L M H L M H L M H L M H
1 4 5 45 35 27 24 18 13
2 7 10 81 60 53 47 37 28
3 7 11 62 50 35 30 23 16
4 12 15 45 35 30 26 23 18
5 10 12 15 62 40 36 34 30 28 26 23 18
6 10 13 16 70 55 47 43 38 30 27 24 18
7 9 14 60 46 40 37 33 24
8 12 60 45 35
Summary
[ 9 ]
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FLASHED WORD RECOGNITION AND WORD ANALYSIS TEST — First Grade
LIST A
Flash
Recognition
. 1. t o
. 2. t h e
. 3. i n
. 4. 1 i 1 1 1 e
. 5. tree
- 6. gi rl
- 7. d o g
. 8. run
. 9. it
- 10. come
-11. me
- 12. yellow
.13. mother
- 14. you
- 15. look
. 16. are
.17. milk
. 18. children
.19. away
. 20. she
.21. one
.22. all
. 23. day
. 24. father
. 25. ball
. 26. b i g
Analysis
r. t o
2. t h e
3. i n
4. 1 i 1 1 1
e
5. tree
6. gi rl
7. d o g
8. r u n
9. it
10. come
11. me
12. yellow
13. mother
14. you
15. look
16. are
17. milk
18. children
19. away
20. she
21. one
22. all
23. day
24. father
25. ball
26. big
LIST B
Flash
Recognition
- 1. door
- 2. pig
- 3. good
- 4. this
- 5. morning
- 6. b e d
- 7. like
- 8. e a t
- 9. around
- 10. under
- 11 . rain
-12. barn
. 13. live
- 14. cry
. 15. sleep
. 16. call
. 17. chicken
. 18. time
. 19. peep
. 20. fish
.21. asleep
. 22. other
. 23. chair
. 24. seen
. 25. name
. 26. breakfast
Analysis
1. door
2- pi g
3. good
4. this
5. morning
6. b e d
7. like
8. e a t
9. around
10. under
11. rain
12. barn
13. live
14. cry
15. sleep
16. call
17. chicken
18. time
19. peep
20. fis h
21. asleep
22. other
23. chair
24. seen
25. name
26. breakfast
LIST C
Flash
Recognition
- 1. orange
. 2. lost
. 3. c u t
- 4. sister
. 5. rose
. 6. blow
- 7. tall
- 8. hole
. 9. love
- 10. pen
- 11. frog
- 12. picture
- 13. joy
- 14. h i m s e 1 f
- 15. sand
.16. please
. 17. cover
- 18. animal
. 19. place
- 20. dark
.21. people
. 22. chimney
. 23. talk
- 24. bark
. 25. river
- 26. afraid
Analysis
1. orange
2. lost
3. c u t
4. sister
5. rose
6. blow
7. tall
8. hole
9. love
10. pen
11. frog
12. picture
13. joy
14. hi m s e 1 f
15. sand
16. please
17. cover
18. animal
19. place
20. dark
21. people
22. chimney
23. talk
24. bark
25. river
26. afraid
Flash Recognition
Total Correct Grade.
Word Analysis
Total Correct Grade
DETAILED ANALYSIS OF FAULTY
PRONUNCIATION
(From word pronunciation test)
Vowel errors Total Examples
Phonetic
Non-phonetic
Consonant errors
Phonetic
Non-phonetic
Reversals
b-d-p-q
In sequence
Addition of sounds
Beginning
Middle of word
End of word
Omission of sounds
Beginning
Middle of word
End of word
Substitution of whole word
Similar form
Similar idea
CHECK LIST OF DIFFICULTIES IN
WORD ANALYSIS AND WORD RECOGNITION
Word Recognition Skills
Low sight vocabulary
Will not try difficult words
Can spell but not pronounce
Ignores word endings
Guesses at word from general form
Word Analysis
Word-analysis ability poor
Will not try difficult words
Has no method of word analysis
Sounds aloud by: single letters — blends — syllables
Unable to combine sounds into words
Looks away from word after sounding
Sounding slow or inaccurate
Spells words : successful — inadequate
Silent word study: successful — inadequate
Enunciates badly when prompted
Systematic errors (See tabulation)
Names of letters not known
Sounds of letters not known
Blends not known
[ io ]
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FLASHED WORD RECOGNITION AND WORD ANALYSIS TEST
Instructions . Record phonetically all incorrect responses according to directions in the Manual.
LIST 1
Flash Recognition Analysis
1 . blue 1 . blue
2. right 2. right
3. drink 3. drink
4. fly 4. fly
5. ground 5. ground
6. wood 6. wood
7. birthday 7. birthday
8. road 8. road
9. fair 9. fair
10. strong 10. strong
11. smoke 11. smoke
12. elephant 12. elephant
13. different 13. different
14. horse 14. horse
15. stamp 15. stamp
16. which 16. which
17. handle 17. handle
18. slice 18. slice
19. quickly 19. quickly
20. believe 20. believe
21. bridge 21. bridge
22. farmer 22. farmer
23. turkey 23. turkey
24. inch 24. inch
25. know 25. know
LIST 2
1. battle i. battle
2. witch 2. witch
3. shoes 3. shoes
4. sailor 4. sailor
5. skate 5. skate
6. cleaned 6. cleaned
7. crawl 7. crawl
8. polish 8. polish
9. quarter 9. quarter
10. speed 10. speed
11. either 11. either
12. tongue 12. tongue
13. understand 13. understand
14. single 14. single
15. workman 15. workman
16. saucer 16. saucer
17. guard 17. guard
18. twilight 18. twilight
19. chapter 19. chapter
20. drawn 20. drawn
21. crank 21. crank
22. midnight 22. midnight
23. forgotten 23. forgotten
24. review 24. review
25. noise 25. noise
Flash Recognition
Total Correct Grade
LIST 3
Flash Recognition Analysis
1 . imagine 1. imagine
2. flown 2. flown
3. notebook 3. notebook
4. broadcast 4. broadcast
5. difference 5. difference
6. canary 6. canary
7. horseshoe 7. horseshoe
8. invent 8. invent
9. janitor 9. janitor
10. disturb 10. disturb
11. blunt 11. blunt
12. knocks 12. knocks
13. pretend 13. pretend
14. photograph 14. photograph
15. carpenter 15. carpenter
16. ceiling 16. ceiling
17. provide 17. provide
18. battery 18. battery
19. brittle 19. brittle
20. unloading 20. unloading
21. drawbridge 21. drawbridge
22. troublesome 22. troublesome
23. wheelbarrow 23. wheelbarrow
24. headquarters 24. headquarters
25. delayed 25. delayed
LIST 4
1 . crowned 1. crowned
2. ache 2. ache
3. practice 3. practice
4. argue 4. argue
5. delighted 5. delighted
6. thoughtfulness 6. thoughtfulness
7. championship 7. championship
8. nephew 8. nephew
9. advertisement 9. advertisement
10. shingle 10. shingle
11. freight 11. freight
12. blundering 12. blundering
13. wrenches 13. wrenches
14. postpone 14. postpone
15. windshield 15. windshield
16. strengthen 16. strengthen
17. prairie 17. prairie
18. powerfully 18. powerfully
19. smolder 19. smolder
20. occasionally 20. occasionally
21. standardize 21. standardize
22. obstinate 22. obstinate
23. circumstances 23. circu mstances
24. triumphant 24. triumphant
25. thorough 25. thorough
Word Analysis
Total Correct. . . .
PHONETIC INVENTORY
Durrell Anal. Reading Difficulty
t j u m h
q d w y k
tr cl fr
fl sk sw
Phonetic inventory results:
Letter names missing
Letter sounds missing
Blends missing
What are the names of these letters ?
stcped friml
wgonhyuvj kzTSAILEPNRGBOKFMQDHWY Z V
What do these letters say ?
a b c 1 a s i b r
qx efogxnv
C U What do these say ?
X J th st wh sh br ch dr
gr pi sm tw
P
z
DIFFICULTIES IN SPELLING
Check List of Difficulties Norms
Omits sounds or syllables
Adds sounds or syllables
Incorrect phonetic spelling
Correct phonetic spelling but incorrect
on non-phonetic word elements
Slow handwriting
List 1
Grade II — 8
Grade III — 12
Grade IV — 16
List 2
Grade III — 6
Grade IV— 9
Grade V— 12
Grade VI — 15
Grade VII— 18
DIFFICULTIES IN HANDWRITING
Check List of Difficulties Norms
Speed too low
Poor letter formation
Poor position of hand, pencil, paper, etc.
Irregular height
Irregular spacing
Irregular slant
Hand preference: Right Left
(Letters per minute)
Grade II — 35
Grade III — 45
Grade IV — 55
Grade V — 65
Grade VI — 75
NORMS FOR
WORD RECOGNITION AND ANALYSIS
LIST GRADE
NUMBER OF
CORRECT WORDS 1
Word
Recognition
Word
Analysis
L M H L M H
A — B or C 1 10 23 38 14 34 58
1 2 6 11 20 10 22 35
1 3 29 38 46 48 62 70
2 4 54 62 65 79 88 90
2 5 68 72 76 92 94 95
3 6 80 85 88 97 98 100
1 See Manual concerning credits for easier lists.
CHECK LIST OF DIFFICULTIES IN
WRITTEN RECALL
Unaided recall scanty
Poorly organized recall
Inaccurate memories and guesses
Avoids use of new words in recall
Laborious writing
Spelling difficulty impedes recall
Ruled Lines for Writing or Spelling
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New Stanford Reading; Test
By Truman L. Kelley, Giles M. Ruch, and Lewis M. Terman
TEST: FORM V
FOR GRADES 2-9
Name Grade Boy or girl . .
Age When is your next birthday ? How old will you be then ?
Name of school Date
Score Read.Age
School 1
Grade Score
Read.
Age
School 1
Grade Score
Read.
Age
School 1
Grade Score
Read.
Age
School 1
Grade Score
Read.
Age
School 1
Grade
120 19-2 100 15-8 9.7 80 12-6 6.7 60 10-8 4.7 40 9-3 3.4
119 18-11 99 15-6 9.5 79 12-4 6.6 59 10-7 4.6 39 9-2 3.4
118 18-8 98 15-4 9.3 78 12-3 6.4 58 10-6 4.6 38 9-1 3.3
117 18-5 97 15-2 9.2 77 12-2 6.3 57 10-6 4.5 37 9-0 3.3
116 18-2 96 15-0 9.0 76 12-0 6.2 56 10-5 4.4 36 8-11 3.2
115 17-11 95 14-10 8.9 75 11-11 6.1 55 10-4 4.4 35 8-10 3.2
114 17-8 94 14-8 8.7 74 11-10 6.0 54 10-3 4.3 34 8-9 3.1
113 17-6 93 14-6 2 8.5 73 11-9 5.9 53 10-2 4.3 33 8-8 3.1
112 17-4 92 14-4 8.4 72 11-8 5.8 52 10-1 4.2 32 8-7 3.1
111 17-2 91 14-1 8.2 71 11-7 5.7 51 10-0 4.1 31 8-6 3.0
110 17-0 90 13-11 8.1 70 11-6 5.7 50 9-11 4.1 30 8-5 3.0
109 16-10 89 13-9 7.9 69 11-5 5.6 49 9-11 4.0 29 8-4 2.9
108 16-8 88 13-7 7.8 68 11-4 5.5 48 9-10 4.0 28 8-3 2.9
107 16-6 87 13-5 7.6 67 11-3 5.4 47 9-9 3.9 27 8-2 2.8
106 16-5 86 13-3 7.5 66 11-2 5.3 46 9-8 3.9 26 8-1 2.8
105 16-3 85 13-1 7.4 65 11-1 5.2 45 9-7 3.8 25 8-0 2.8
104 16-2 84 12-11 7.2 64 11-0 5.1 44 9-6 3.7 24 7-11 2.7
103 16-0 83 12-10 7.1 63 10-11 5.0 43 9-5 3.6 23 7-10 2.7
102 15-11 10.0 82 12-8 7.0 62 10-10 4.9 42 9-4 3.6 22 7-8 2.6
101 15-9 9.8 81 12-7 6.8 61 10-9 4.8 41 9-3 3.5 21 7-6 2.6
•
20 7-5 2.6
1 Grade defined as in the table in the Directions for Administering.
2 Reading ages above this point are extrapolated values.
Note. Turn the book over to find Test 1, which begins on the last page.
To the Examiner. Do not administer this test without first reading carefidly the Directions for Administering.
Test Score Read.Age
School
Grade
Parag. Mean.
Word Mean.
Total (Average) Read. 1
1 The Total Reading Score is the average of the scores on the two
tests.
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